Digital Forensic and
Investigative Services

SECURITY &
TECHNOLOGY
SERVICES

PIECING TOGETHER THE REALITY
When matters of financial fraud, theft, allegations of employee wrongdoing, and other
misconduct occur, organizations are faced with the difficult task of discovering all of the facts.
Often, a large portion of the evidence in these cases is digital in nature and found in a variety
of formats, on a host of different devices; spanning the globe. Response to these allegations
needs to happen quickly and most businesses will require external assistance to thoroughly and
accurately gather, preserve, process and analyze the
recovered information.
WGM’s team of computer forensics experts are
able to assist at any stage of a digital forensics
investigation or matter of litigation. Our former
FBI forensics experts are experienced working on
sensitive and complex cases ranging from national
security matters to bankruptcy fraud to employee
misconduct. WGM also specializes in cases that
involve electronic evidence or data preservation.
• Cyber Incident Response: WGM thoroughly examines physical and digital evidence to
reveal whether the suspected incident actually exposed sensitive materials or not. WGM’s
expert team uses their computer forensic expertise along with traditional investigative
techniques to get to the truth about a suspected incident.
• Mobile Device Discovery and Examinations: Using state-of-the-art tools and
software, WGM can extract digital evidence contained on most mobile devices and
phones. These devices are increasingly part of most incidents.
• Data Collection and Preservation: WGM is equipped to handle the volume and
complexity of all your data collection requirements. Our forensically-sound, best-practice
methodology to collect, process, analyze and preserve data ensures your evidence is
secure and defensible for subsequent use in litigation or regulatory investigation.
• Data Recovery and Forensic Analysis: Whether your firm’s sensitive data or
intellectual property was manipulated or deleted on purpose or by accident, WGM’s
team of forensics experts can quickly analyze the remaining digital fragments to uncover
critical information and reveal bad actors.
• Expert Testimony and Reporting: WGM’s forensic experts have testified successfully in
complex criminal matters and national security cases underscoring their experience and
credentials to serve as an expert witness for any forensic or investigative matter involving
your firm. WGM can act as a neutral party to collect and analyze data for later use in
resolving disputes or matters of litigation.
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For more information, please contact WGM at 480-444-7070. Also, ask about our executive
physical security assessment, executive travel security briefings, crisis management services,
counter-surveillance detection services, and personal protection training services.
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Digital Evidence Collection
• Hard drives and loose
media
• Portable storage media
• Network data
• Mobile devices
• Archived media (Backup
Tape)
• Cloud-based repositories
(i.e. Gmail, Facebook,
Office 365, etc.)
Expert Forensic Investigators
• WGM’s team of former
FBI agents utilize federal
security practices to
collect, process, analyze
and preserve your data
and evidence.
PENETRATION TESTING
When a simple scan is
not enough, evaluate the
readiness and capabilities
of your information security
program with WGM Advanced
Penetration Testing. A thorough
analysis of your applications,
perimeter network, wireless
network, physical network and
social engineering components
provides a realistic view of your
firm’s security posture.
ABOUT WGM
WGM delivers consulting
and managed services for IT
infrastructure, data analytics
and cybersecurity businesses
throughout the United States.
Focused on delivering a
strong return on investment
for its clients, WGM employs a
seasoned team of experts that
brings unique proficiency and
skillsets to craft enduring client
solutions.
All ETSB services are provided by or licensed
through WGM Information Security Services
LLC and its licensed contractors.
WGM Information Security Services LLC is a
licensed private investigation agency in the
State of Arizona (License #1678490).
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